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Act of June 8, 1872 

$5,000 and $10,000 

Certificates of Deposit 

OVERVIEW 

National banks had to carry cash reserves in order to have money on hand to allow depositors to 

draw funds from their accounts and to allow the bankers to redeem their national bank notes presented over 

their counters. The foundation upon which the national bank currency system rested was United States 

notes. The National Bank Acts of 1863 and 1864 did not confer legal tender status on national bank notes 

but it did provide that they were redeemable in lawful money. During the Civil War, lawful money 

translated into United States notes because they were the only currency awarded legal tender status by 

Congress. Consequently, the bankers were required to carry United States notes as their cash reserves. 

The National Bank Act specified minimum cash reserves, amounts that were dependent upon the 

locations of the banks. Country banks “shall at all times have on hand, in lawful money of the United States, 

an amount equal to at least fifteen per centum of the aggregate amount of its notes in circulation, and of its 

deposits.” The banks in designated cities had to maintain cash reserves of 25 percent, because those banks 

served as depositories for part of the cash reserves that were required of the country banks. 

Huge numbers of legal tender notes were thus squirreled away by national bankers to meet these 

requirements and the notes sat around in the banks as dead cash. Typically, the bankers were carrying small 

denomination notes so they were burdened with counting large numbers of them over and over in the routine 

course of business. 

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 

An amendment to the National Bank Act passed June 8, 1872 offered significant relief as follows: 
That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to receive United States notes on deposit, 

without interest, from national banking associations, in sums not less than ten thousand dollars, and to issue 

certificates therefor in such form as the Secretary may prescribe, in denominations of not less than five 

thousand dollars; which certificate shall be payable on demand in United States notes, at the place where 

Figure 1. Specimen of a $5,000 Series of 1875 certificate of deposit with Allison-Gilfillan 

Treasury signatures. Notice that it was payable in United States notes. During 1877-8 when these 

signatures were current, United States notes were selling at a small discount against gold because 

the Treasury had not resumed species payment yet. Photo from Secretary of the Treasury John 

Sherman’s specimen book, National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution. 
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the deposits were made. 

That the United States notes so deposited in the Treasury of the United States shall not be counted as 

part of the legal reserve; but the certificates issued therefor may be held and counted by national banks as 

part of their legal reserve, and may be accepted in the settlement of clearing-house balances at the places 

where the deposits therefor were made.  

The bankers could now rid themselves of their small denomination legal tender notes and instead 

utilize convenient high-value certificates that were easy to handle and count. The certificates, of course, 

could be deposited with their big city correspondents where part of their reserves was held. A correspondent 

bank could use the certificates to transfer the bulk of obligations on the behalf of the country bankers when 

there was large net out- or inflows of money resulting from the clearance of checks drawn on or deposited 

into accounts in their banks. The certificates conveniently allowed their correspondents to avoid handling 

large numbers of small denomination legal tender notes in those settlements. 

Implementation of these provisions led to the creation of uniface currency-like non-interest-bearing 

certificates of deposit in $5,000 and $10,000 denominations. They were labeled “Certificate of Deposit 

United States Notes” and carried this obligation: “It is hereby certified that ten thousand dollars have been 

deposited with the Assistant Treasurer of the United States payable in United States notes on demand at his 

office to __ or order.” They were hand countersigned by an assistant Treasurer. 

The notes did not circulate outside banks, but they could move between banks. They were the legal 

equivalent of legal tender notes so they represented money and were treated as money by bankers. 

Congress did not confer legal tender status upon them, but because they were convertible into legal 

tender notes they moved freely without discount within the banking system as did cash. The 

interchangeability feature was similar to that between national bank notes and legal tender notes. 

A surprising number of proofs and specimens of these certificates reside in the Smithsonian 

Division of Numismatics, most being certified proofs transferred to the division as part of the Bureau of 

Engraving and Printing certified proof accession. All of them are listed on Table 1. The Treasury seals and 

tints are printed on some of the proofs and specimens so we can see what the issued certificates looked like. 

The earliest of the certificates did not carry a series date, but instead displayed only the authorizing 

Act date of June 8, 1872. All were hand signed by an assistant Treasurer. The earliest surviving proof, a 

$5,000, didn’t carry Treasury signatures, but instead had blanks for the Register and Treasurer, which would  

have been Allison and Spinner. 

Figure 2. Specimen of a $10,000 Series of 1875 certificate of deposit with Allison-Wyman 

Treasury signatures of 1876-7 vintage. Photo from Secretary of the Treasury John Sherman’s 

specimen book, National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution. 
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Treasury signatures were added to the plates in short order for the Allison-New combination. Series  
of 1875 was added to the subjects on the $10,000 plate then as well, but not to the $5,000 plate. Use of 

Series of 1875 on the $5,000 plate didn’t occur until the Allison-Gilfillan combination came along. 

The design on the early plates incorporated intaglio tombstones for the serial numbers. The 

tombstones were omitted from redesigned plates made with Rosecrans-Jordan signatures. From then on, 

the tombstones and new bold counters that appeared below the seals were printed in green ink from intaglio 

tint plates. The serial numbers were printed using dark blue ink.  

The first of the redesigned plates was the $10,000, which was assigned plate number 1536 that 

arrived on April 7, 1886. The $10,000 tint plate, numbered 1543, came along five days later. The redesigned 

$5,000 face and tint plates became available at the end of the year, respectively as plates 1879 on November 

29th and 1889 on December 3rd. 

 The face designs on all the certificates incorporated partial dates that had to be completed by hand. 

Those dates periodically were updated as per the listings in the “Date” column on Table 1. It is clear from 

the multiple listings for $10,000 plate 1536 and $5,000 plate 1879 that they were repeatedly altered to 

incorporate revised partial dates and new Treasury signatures. 

Legal tender notes became convertible into gold at the Treasury when species payments were 

resumed in 1879 so the Treasury certificates also were convertible into gold after 1879. This is a technical 

detail, but it was real and heralds the next act in this play. 

The Gold Standard Act of March 14, 1900, which put the country on the gold standard, specifically 

repealed the Act of 1872 thus rendering the certificates of deposit obsolete. Furthermore section 6 of the 

1900 act allowed bankers to use gold certificates for their reserves as follows. 
Said [gold] certificates shall be receivable for customs, taxes, and all public dues, and when so received 

may be reissued; and such certificates, as also silver certificates, when held by any national banking 

association, shall be counted as part of its lawful reserve. 

Section 6 then went on to provide for the replacement of the certificates of deposit with $10,000 

gold certificates. 
That the Secretary of the Treasury may, in his discretion, issue such certificates in denominations of ten 

thousand dollars, payable to order. 
This provision authorized the Series of 1900 uniface check-like $10,000 gold certificates that are 

so avidly collected. They are available thanks to the December 13, 1935 fire at the Old Post Office in 

Figure 3. Proof of a $10,000 Series of 1875 certificate of deposit with Rosecrans-Jordan 

signatures. Contrast the green tombstones and bold 10,000, which were applied as a tint, to the 

earlier variety illustrated on Figure 2. Photo courtesy of the National Numismatic Collection, 

Smithsonian Institution. 
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Washington, DC, where the canceled notes were in storage. Crates of them were thrown out the window 

onto the street below in order to deprive the fire of fuel. Onlookers ran off with handfuls of the certificates. 
A primary early use made of the Series of 1900 $10,000 gold certificates appears to have been for 

national bank reserves identical to the Act of 1872 certificates of deposit. Many of the earliest reported 

specimens are payable to national banks. Endorsements on their backs reveal that they were used in clearing 

house settlements in favor of other national banks. 

Later, after passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, the Series of 1900 $10,000s were used 

predominantly by Federal Reserve Banks to settle gold transactions. 

The active life of the Act of 1872 certificates was 1872 to 1900. The $10,000 certificates proved to 

be the most popular from the outset. The 1900 annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury reveals that 

21,187 $5,000s and 136,769 $10,000s had been issued totaling $1,473,625,000 (Gage, 1900, p. 90-92). Of 

that, $3,705,000 was still outstanding, a total that included seven $5,000s and 367 $10,000s. Unissued 

remainders totaling 2,815 $5,000s and 7,481 $10,000s were destroyed (Gage, 1900, p. 17). 

Gage’s data do not jibe precisely with the delivery totals reported in the annual reports of the Bureau 

of Engraving and Printing. See Table 2. The faulty data causing the discrepancies have not been identified. 

The Napier-McClung proofs listed on Table 1 that were certified in 1911 are a paradox. The 1900 

Gold Standard Act had repealed the 1872 legislation that authorized the certificates so why were the plates 

altered to carry Napier-McClung signatures of 1911-1912 vintage? What happened was that those plates 

were still in the active BEP plate inventory at the outset of the Napier-McClung era, so the signatures were 

updated as a routine matter by their handlers without realizing that the plates should have been canceled 

years before. 

The portraits on the $5,000 and $10,000 certificates are respectively Edward D. Baker and Stephen 

A. Douglas, both engraved by Charles Burt according to Hessler (1988, p. 324-325). The following 

bibliographic profiles are from Wikipedia. 

Edward Dickinson Baker (February 24, 1811BOctober 21, 1861) was an English-born American 

politician, lawyer and military leader. He served as Whig Congressman from Illinois and later as Republican 

Senator from Oregon. A long-time close friend of President Lincoln, Baker served as U.S. Army colonel 

during both the Mexican-American War and the Civil War. He was killed in the Battle of Ball’s Bluff while 

leading a Union Army brigade assigned to guard river crossings along the Potomac River north of 

Washington and thereby became the only sitting senator to be killed in the Civil War.  

Figure 4. $10,000 Series of 1900 gold certificate with Napier-McClung Treasury signatures 

payable to The Bank of North American, Philadelphia, dated September 14, 1912, which was 

made payable through the Philadelphia Clearing House Association to the credit of The 

Franklin National Bank, Philadelphia, and canceled September 23, 1912. Photo courtesy of 

Carlson Chambliss. 
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Democrat Stephen Arnold Douglas (April 23, 

1813BJune 3, 1861) was first a Congressman then later a 

Senator from Illinois and party nominee for president against 

Lincoln in the 1860 election. He was the architect of the 

KansasBNebraska Act of 1854 that embodied the concept of 

popular sovereignty, which left it to the residents of the 

respective territories to decide the contentious issue of slavery 

within their borders. Douglas had defeated Lincoln in their 

1858 Senate contest made famous by the Lincoln-Douglas 

debates where on the issue of slavery Douglas argued that 

democracy should prevail in the form of the will of the people. 

When civil war came in April 1861, he rallied his supporters 

to the Union cause but died of typhoid fever a few weeks later. 

NUMISMATIC LEGACY 

The earliest numismatic mention of the Act of 

1872 certificates of deposit of which we are aware are 

listings in George H. Blake’s (1908, p. 31) pioneering 

listing of U. S. coins and paper money. They also appear 

in Limpert’s (1948, p. 79) catalog of large size notes, 

which was compiled with the assistance of Blake and 

Paul Draper, secretary to Albert Grinnell. Hessler (1988, 

p. 232-234) illustrates the certificates, wherein his $5000 

is a Rosecrans-Jordan remainder with serial number 

B12973, attributed to the Bureau of Engraving and 

Printing. Both Blake and Hessler quote the enabling 

legislation that authorized the certificates. 

The Act of 1872 certificates of deposit appear to 

be uncollectable. All would have been redeemed and 

canceled. None of them went out the window during the 

old post office fire, if they even existed then. 

Specimens in private hands are unknown to our 

knowledge. 

We consider the use of the Act of 1872 certificates of deposit to represent important chapters in the 

stories of national banking and our evolving understanding of the use of government-issued ultra-high 

denomination $5,000 and $10,000 notes. When they were in use, those amounts of money represented 

significant purchasing power. Many laborers earned a few dollars per day then and were very happy to find 

steady employment at that rate. 

A postscript to this story is the fact that there are more surviving early higher denomination $50, 

$100 and $500 legal tender notes than the same denominations in any other class of currency. The reason 

for this is that the vast majority of national bankers used actual legal tender notes for their cash reserves so 

they were preserved for decades, often in nice condition save for repeated counting marks. 

Figure 6. Stephen A. Douglas, in an 1859 photo by 

Julian Vannerson, lost the presidential election to 

President Abraham Lincoln in 1860. Library of 

Congress photo on Wikipedia. 

Figure 5. Edward Dickinson Baker, the 

only U. S. Senator killed in the Civil War. 

Wikipedia photo. 
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Table 1.  Chronological order of the proofs and specimens for the Act of June 8, 1872 Certificates of Deposit in the National 
Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution. The lack of an entry for an item reveals that the information is unknown. 

    Position  Plate Certification Tombstone Central  
 Denom Series Treasury Signatures Letters Date Number Date for Serials Counter Treasury Seal 
 5,000 none blanks for signatures A-B-C 187_   black none  
 5,000 none Allison-New A-B-C 187_   black none green2 
 10,000 1875 Allison-New A-B-C 187_   black none green2 
 5,000 none Allison-Wyman A-B-C 187_   black none 
 10,000 1875 Allison-Wyman A-B-C 187_   black none green2 
 5,000 1875 Allison-Gilfillan A-B-C 187_   black none green2 

 10,000 1875 Rosecrans-Jordan A-B-C 18__ 15361 Apr 22, 1886 green green red2 
 5,000 1875 Rosecrans-Jordan A-B-C 18__ 1879  green green  
 10,000 1875 Rosecrans-Hyatt A-B-C 18__ 15361  green green  
 10,000 1875 Rosecrans-Huston A-B-C 18__ 1536 May 15, 1890 green green  
 10,000 1875 Rosecrans-Nebeker A-B-C 189_ 1536 Aug 18, 1891 green green  
 10,000 1875 Tillman-Morgan A-B-C 189_ 1536 Nov 24, 1893 green green  
 10,000 1875 Tillman-Roberts A-B-C 189_ 1536 Aug 28, 1897 green green  
 10,000 1875 Lyons-Roberts A-B-C 189_ 1536 Mar 27, 1899 green green  
 5,000 1875 Napier-McClung3 A-B-C 19__ 1879 Aug 28, 1911 
 10,000 1875 Napier-McClung3 A-B-C 19__ 1536 Aug 28, 1911 
1. The plate number was added to the bottom margin of the plate when it was altered to carry Rosecrans-Huston signatures. 
2. Large seal with spikes. 
3. Napier-McClung plates were not used. 

Figure 7. Curiously the $5,000 and $10,000 Series of 1875 certificate of deposit plates were 

altered to carry Napier-McClung signatures of 1911-1912 vintage long after the 1900 Gold 

Standard Act repealed authorization for their use. Photo courtesy of the National Numismatic 

Collection, Smithsonian Institution. 
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This chapter is from The Encyclopedia of U. S. National Bank Notes published jointly by the National Currency 

Foundation (www.nationalcurrencyfoundation.com) and Society of Paper Money Collectors (www.spmc.org). 

Table 2. Deliveries of Act of June 8, 1872 Certificates of Deposit

for the fiscal year ending on June 30 of the year shown.
Data from the Annual Reports of the Director of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

Sheets Notes Sheets Notes

1873 8000 20000

1876 1700 5100

1877 1000 3000 3400 10200

1878 1000 3000 3334 10002

1879 1667 5001 1667 5001

1880 1667 5001

1881 1667 5001

1885 2668 8004

1886 1000 3000

1887 667 2001 667 2001

1888 667 2001

1889 2336 7008

1890 1627 4881

1892 3000 9000

1893 1500 4500

1894 3000 9000

1895 1500 4500

1896 2000 6000

1897 4000 12000

1898 2000 6000

1899 2000 6000

Total 21002 144200

Following data from Gage (1900). We have no explanation for the discrepany.

issued 21187 136769

remainders 2815 7481

Total 24002 144250

Discrepancy 3000 50

$5,000 $10,000


